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I.

Background
1.
Subcontracting is widely used in international transport operations and can be
considered an integral part of modern logistics practices, especially in the case of long haul
transport. Using subcontractors facilitates international transport and provides a solution for
technically complex transport operations. Furthermore, the use of subcontracting in
international transport reinforces the cooperation between private sector representatives
around the world. Subcontracting is also used in the framework of TIR transports, although
such a use is not defined in the TIR Convention.
2.
It is important to emphasise the fact that there is no ambiguity regarding the liability
for the duties and taxes at risk, which under the TIR procedure remains with the TIR Carnet
holder who, by virtue of the art.1 (o) of the TIR Convention, is “the person to whom the
TIR Carnet has been issued in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Convention
and on whose behalf a Customs declaration has been made in the form of а TIR Carnet
indicating a wish to place the goods carried under the TIR procedure at the Customs office
of departure”. In the case of an irregularity, the competent customs authority will notify the

* The present document contains the text submitted to the secretariat reproduced without any changes.
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national TIR
R guaranteeinng association in its respecttive country, as well as thee TIR Carnet
holder at his address inddicated in the TIR Carnet, in accordancee with art.11.1 of the TIR
t controls performed
p
by
Convention.. Therefore, thanks to the secured TIR system and the
TIR associaations, subconntracting under TIR providees security forr both custom
ms duties and
taxes as welll as for the coommercial risk
ks for the partiies involved.
3.
The International
I
Road Transpoort Union (IR
RU) applies sppecific rules related
r
to the
use of subcoontracting to ensure
e
the seccurity of the TIR
T system fo
or both custom
ms duties and
taxes as welll as for the coommercial risks of the partties involved. Below is a brrief overview
of the IRU contractual
c
rulles related to the
t use of subcontracting.
4.
This document conntains a brieff overview of the IRU contrractual rules related
r
to the
use of subcontracting, ass well as a deescription of examples of the use of suubcontracting
t
to suupport the disscussion of thee United Natio
ons TIR Bodiees.
within TIR transport,
5.

Threee practical exaamples are inccluded:

(a)
The use of subcontractin
ng in intermoddal transport - to enhance th
he efficiency
of the transpport operation;
(b)
o
option to
t use the TIR
T
system for
fo new TIR
Subcontracting as an only
p
(exampple of India);
contracting parties
(c)
Subcontracting for techhnically com
mplex transporrt operations under TIR
many).
(example off the transport of live animaals from Germ

II.

IRU con
ntractual rules relaated to thee use of su
ubcontraccting
6.
First,, in order to enable the use
u of subcoontracting by TIR Carnet holders, the
national asso
ociation shall sign the stan
ndard contractuual documentt and submit it
i to IRU. Up
to May 2018
8, the followinng association
ns have signedd this documeent: ABADA (Azerbaijan),
(
AFTRI (Fraance), AIRCU
UZ (Uzbekisstan), AISO (Austria) AIIST (Germanny), ASMAP
(Russian Feederation), AS
SMAP Ukrainne (Ukraine) BGL (Germ
many), CCIAB
B (Lebanon),
CESMAD BOHEMIA
B
(C
Czech Republic), DTL (Denmark), FTA (UK), GIRCA (Georgia),
ICCIMA (Iran, Islamicc Republic of), INTER
RTRANSPORT
T (Slovenia)) KAZATO
S AUTO (Latvvia), NLF (Noorway), RHA (UK), SA (Sw
weden), SNC
(Kazakhstann), LATVIJAS
ICC (Syria),, THADA (Tuurkmenistan), UNTRR (Rom
mania) and ZM
MPD (Poland).
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7.
Following the completion of the necessary steps by the associations, a
comprehensive authorisation process to enable TIR Carnet holders to use subcontractors is
taking place. The process is briefly described below.
8.

The holders wishing to use subcontractors shall submit to the national association:

(a)
The “request of authorization to use subcontractors” and the respective
addendum to the contractual document with the association;
(b)
“The list of proposed subcontractors” duly completed and signed by the
related holder;
(c)

National associations may request additional information and documents.

9.
Once all aforementioned documents are presented to the national association, it will
analyse the following:
(a)
If a subcontractor is established in the same country as the holder, confirm
that the subcontractor has not been refused admission to, suspended or withdrawn from the
TIR regime;
(b)
If a subcontractor is not established in the same country as the holder, the
national association will confirm with the foreign association that the subcontractor has not
been refused admission to, suspended or withdrawn from the TIR regime by either the
customs authorities or the competent issuing association(s) in its country;
(c)
The use of the services of the proposed subcontractor (national and/or
foreigner) will be refused by the national association if that subcontractor has been refused
admission to, suspended or withdrawn from the TIR regime on the terms referred above;
(d)
The national association may set additional grounds for refusal of
subcontractors (i.e. the subcontractor cannot be registered in a country in which the TIR
regime is not functional or has been suspended).
10.
The national association has the right to refuse or withdraw the use of the services of
any subcontractor proposed by the holder at any time and at its own discretion. Such a
refusal does not need to be justified to the holder.
11.
In Box No. 11 on the cover of the TIR Carnet the name and address of the
subcontractor, the words “acting on behalf of” followed by the name of the Holder should
be clearly written. At the national association’s own discretion, more than one
subcontractor may be used to perform the same TIR transport provided the same
requirement is fulfilled.
12.
Box No. 12 of the cover page of the TIR Carnet should bear the signature of the
Holder.
13.

Furthermore, it is important to bear in mind that:

(a)
The holder remains the only person responsible and liable on the grounds of
the TIR Convention;
(b)
The holder shall only use subcontractors who have already been approved by
the national association;
(c)
The subcontractor shall be in a direct contractual relationship with the holder
and shall be transporting goods on the holder’s behalf;
(d)
The holder shall fulfil all obligations stated in the above-mentioned
addendum signed by him;
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(e)
The holder is the personn responsible for
f the correctt and timely return
r
of TIR
he associationn. Upon returnn of TIR Carnnets, the natio
onal associatioon is advised
Carnets to th
to carry ou
ut the necessaary control in
n order to asscertain that these have been
b
used in
accordance with
w the appliicable regulatiions.

III.
A.

Practicaal examplees
The use of
o subcontraacting in in
ntermodal transport
t
– to enhancce the
efficiency
y of transpoort operatio
ons
14.
Good
ds across TIIR operational countries are very commonly traansported in
containers using
u
various modes
m
of tran
nsport, consideerably saving transport tim
me, improving
scalability and
a the cost effficiency of trransport operaations, as well as helping to
o resolve the
driver shortaage issue in road
r
transportt, and ultimateely reducing the
t carbon foo
otprint. Such
practices aree becoming more
m
and moree relevant for those countriies which havve been using
the TIR systtem as a trade facilitation to
ool for many years,
y
and thiss is becoming more topical
in view of TIR
T expansionn towards Chinna, Pakistan, United
U
Arab Emirates,
E
Indiia and indeed
other countrries.
15.
Below
w is a brief description of
o a Slovenia--Iran (Islamicc Republic off) intermodal
transport operation with the
t use of subccontracting within the TIR procedure, an
nd it is one of
the examplees of containerr transport undder TIR.
16.
The TIR intermoodal transport operation of the containner involved 3 modes of
r
maritimee and rail – an
nd consisted of:
o a road leg from Ljubljanna to the port
transport – road,
of Trieste, a sea leg betw
ween the port of
o Trieste andd the port of Mersin
M
(Turkeey), a rail leg
between thee port of Mersin and Sahlann (Iran, Islamic Republic off) and concludded by a road
leg in Iran (Islamic
(
Repuublic of) to thee destination port
p of Bandaar Abbas, as demonstrated
d
on the map below.
b
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17.

The transport operation was organised as follows:

(a)
A Slovenian TIR Carnet holder was given the task of transporting a container
from Ljublana (Slovenia) to the port of Bandar Abbas (Iran, Islamic Republic of);
(b)
In consultation with the agents in the respective countries along the route, the
Slovenian TIR Carnet holder decided on the itinerary as well as the modes of transport to
be used in the transport operation;
(c)
After the decision was taken on the exact itinerary and modes of transport to
be used, the Slovenian TIR Carnet holder contacted their Iranian partner, who is also an
authorised TIR operator and who agreed to perform the transport of the container on a road
leg in Iran (Islamic Republic of) (from the Sahlan rail terminal to the customs office of
destination Shahid Rajaee) and act as the subcontractor of the TIR Carnet holder;
(d)
The completion of the TIR Carnet followed the same procedure as used for a
standard road transport: the name of the Slovenian TIR Carnet holder was specified in Box
No. 3 of the cover page and the identification number of the container in Box No. 10. The
TIR Carnet holder ID of the Iranian subcontractor was entered in Box No. 11 on the front
cover page of the TIR Carnet (as shown in the copy of the TIR Carnet included in Annex);
(e)
Advance Cargo information was submitted via the TIR Electronic Predeclaration (TIR-EPD) application by the Slovenian TIR Carnet holder to all countries
along the route where TIR was in use and Advance Cargo information was required. The
use of TIR-EPD allowed the Iranian customs authorities access to the information on the
registration number of the vehicle and the driver that was collecting the container on the
road leg in Iran (Islamic Republic of) (from Sahlan customs);
(f)
The liability of the duties and taxes at risk under the TIR procedure remained
with the Slovenian TIR Carnet holder. Therefore, in the case of an irregularity, the
competent customs authority would notify the national TIR guaranteeing association in its
respective country as well as the TIR Carnet holder at his address indicated in the TIR
Carnet, in accordance with art.11.1 of the TIR Convention. The contractual relationship
between the TIR Carnet holder and their selected subcontractor is an internal business
cooperation matter and does not need to be disclosed to the TIR guarantee chain.

B.

Subcontracting as an only option to use the TIR system for the new TIR
contracting parties (example of India)
18.
The specific geographical situation of some new TIR contracting parties - having no
land border with any TIR operational countries – makes it inevitable to use intermodal
transports under TIR for trade facilitation with other TIR operational countries (it would
require a maritime leg). The containerised movement of goods is the most efficient and
scalable option in this context (apart from RO-RO also available) hence the use of
subcontracting is an essential component in the intermodal TIR transport of containers.
19.
India, being at its final stage of TIR operationalisation is one of the brightest
examples in this context. TIR Convention is seen in the country as a key trade facilitation
tool along the International North-South Transport Corridor by both national authorities and
representatives of the private sector.
20.
While all the necessary formalities related to TIR implementation in India are being
finalised, the private sector representatives from India and their trade partners (located in
TIR operational countries) are showing vivid interest in intermodal TIR transport of
containers.
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21.
Below is one of the currently discussed business cases of a container transport
between India and Afghanistan that contains a road leg from Deli to Mumbai – followed by
a maritime crossing from the port of Mumbai to the port of Bandar Abbas, and then a road
leg from the port of Bandar Abbas to an inland customs office of destination in
Afghanistan.
22.

The expected scenario:

(a)
An Indian TIR Carnet holder will be given the task of transporting a
container from Delhi (India) to an inland customs office of destination in Afghanistan;
(b)
In consultation with the agents in the respective countries along the route, the
Indian TIR Carnet holder will decide on the itinerary as well as the modes of transport to be
used in the transport operation;
(c)
After the decision has been taken on the exact itinerary and modes of
transport to be used, the Indian TIR Carnet holder will contact their partner from
Afghanistan – who is also an authorised TIR operator in Afghanistan, who has agreed to
perform the transport of the container on a road leg from the port of Bandar Abbas to the
point of destination in Afghanistan, and act as the subcontractor of the TIR Carnet holder;
(d)
The completion of the TIR Carnet will follow the same procedure as used for
a standard road transport: the name of the Indian TIR Carnet holder will be specified in Box
No. 3 of the cover page and the identification number of the container in Box No. 10. The
TIR Carnet holder ID of the Afghan subcontractor will be entered in Box No. 11 of the
front cover page of the TIR Carnet;
(e)
The advance cargo information will be submitted via the TIR-EPD
application by the Indian TIR Carnet holder to all countries along the route where TIR is in
use and Advance Cargo information is required. The use of TIR-EPD will enable the Indian
TIR Carnet holder to inform the Iranian customs authorities of the registration number of
the vehicle and the driver of Afghan subcontractor that will be collecting the container from
the port of Bandar Abbas;
(f)
The liability for the customs duties and taxes at risk under the TIR procedure
will always remain with the Indian TIR Carnet holder.

C.

Subcontracting for technically complex transport operations under TIR
(the case in Germany)
23.
Subcontracting also appears to be an efficient solution in the case of technically
complex transport operations (such as the transport of live animals) which require the use
of specialised vehicles and specially trained drivers. Neither specialised vehicles nor trained
drivers are commonly in the possession of TIR Carnet holders, given that specially
equipped transport is very expensive and such transport operations are usually seasonal.
24.
In Germany, the subcontracting scheme is mainly used by road carriers of live
animals when there are peaks in demand. Given the fact that the specialised vehicles cannot
be rented or leased from commercial leasing companies and these transport require
qualified drivers to handle the animals, subcontracting is vital for TIR transport operators.
Typically, the subcontractors' vehicles travel together with the TIR Carnet holder's own
vehicle, so there is a tight control over the subcontractor’s handling of TIR. The liability for
the customs duties and taxes at risk under the TIR procedure always remains with the
German TIR Carnet holder.
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